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at an earlv period, and the proportionallv few reniainins^ indi-

viduals and extremely limited area of today. In lyyo-iSot^ they

ranged at times as far north as Albany and Lake Ontario, New
York, and as late as 1S69 were known in the East in sontlicrn Penn-

sylvania. Another decade (1S7S) saw stragglers in the Mississipjii

Valley as far north as the jnnction of the Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers, while the past ten years has witnessed their being driven

almost exclusively to southern Florida and the Indian Territory.

So scarce have they become within this latter period, that it

would appear safe to give as their present habitat the minimum
areas represented in black, which cover the localities of capture

or observation for the last live years.

Ill concluding, I wish to express my gratitude for the kindness

shown me in compiling the present paper. More especially am
I indebted to my friend, Mr. Robert Ridgvvav, and to the Assis-

tant Secretar}- of the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. G. Brown
Goode, for the use of the Museum material, and to Mr. A. W.
Butler for valuable information from his own still unpublished

notes on the same subject. To these gentlemen I wish to express

my warmest tlianks and appreciation.

RECENT LITERATURE.

Sharpe's 'Review of Recent Attempts to Classify Birds."* —Of tlie many
impriitant addresses, nieinoirs, and reports read before tlie Seeond Intei"-

nationai Ornithological Congress held at Budapest in Maj' last, we have

space to notice at present only Dr. Sharpe's notable address on the

Classification of Birds. Only the first 55 pages, or a little more than one

half of the address, is devoted to a review of previous work, the remainder

being given to a formal exposition of the author's own views on the sub-

ject. The review practically begins with Huxley's 'Classification of

Birds,' published in 1S67, and thus relates to the work of the last twenty-

five years. An epitome, with some critical comment, is given of Mux-
ley's system, ofGarrod's scheme (published in 1S74), of P'orbes's (18S4),

of Sclater's (18S0), ofNe\vton's views (1SS4), Reichenow's system (18S2),

*A Review of Recent Attempts to Classify Birds; an Address delivered before the

Second International Ornithological Congress on the i8th of May, 1891. By R.

Bowdler Sharpe, LL.D., F. L. S., etc. (Zooloirical Department British Museum.)

Budapest, 1891. (Published at the Office of the Congress.) Roy. 8vo. pp. 90. pll. .\ii.
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of Stejiieger's scheme (1SS5), of Fiirbritiger's (1888), of Seebolnn's

(1890), Shufeldt's Classification of the Passeres (1SS9), Heine anil

Reichenow's (1S82-90), and various other special works and papers bear-

ing on the subject. The various schemes are discussed and compared at

some length /a,";.'/;/;, and presented in tabular form for readj comparison.

Fiirbringer's diagrams are reproduced, and similar ones presented of

other systems to further facilitate comparison. In respect to American

workers, Mr. Sharpe makes pleasing references to the labors of Coues,

Shufeldt, Lucas, and Jeffries, and especially to Stejneger, of whose work

he says : "... and I must emphatically state my conviction that, with

the exception of some of Professor Elliott Coues's essays, there never

has been a popular work on birds so well conceived as the 'Aves' volume

of the 'Standard Natural History,' or one which, professedly popular in

its aims, contains such an amount of sterling new and original work."

Dr. Sharpe prefaces his own scheme with some well-considered remarks

on the slow process of building up a natural classification of birds, which

he compares to the construction of a builtiing to which each laborei- in

the field contributes his quota. "Sometimes the structure has to be

altered and amended but it is seldom that a labourer, whose soul is in his

work, retires witnout having added something in the shape of useful

materials. It takes a long time —it maybe years of study —before a

sound brick is baked. ... It is certain, however, that by this 'brick'-

making materials for the structure of the Classification of Birds will be

slowly gathered." He has also a word for the critic, who pulls down hut

never builds up. This is followed by some practical and very sensible

remarks upon the exhibition of bird material in museums, and on the

general subject of the study of birds. Me says : "If the system of teach-

ing by artistic groups be adopted, then only the principal forms would

require illustration, and a representation of the leading type of each order

or sub-order would suffice. A supplementary gallery might be provided,

in which types of each family, subfamily, and genus of birds would be ex-

hibited, but lower than genera I wouki never descend in a public exhibi-

tion. The student of species should find his material in the 'study"

series, .... and there each species should be amply illustrated by

actual specimens showing the plumage of both sexes at all times of the

year, young birds in all stages, moulting individuals, and a full scries ex-

hibiting geographical distribution and variation in the species, even if it

requires a series of specimens. The days have gone by when the de-

scription of a new species was the be-all and end-all of an ornithologist's

hopes. The warfare over priority of nomenclature is fast showing signs

of waning. ... It is time, however, that by some such means as an

International Congress of Ornithologists the names of the species of

birds were settled once and for all, in order that we may turn our atten-

tion to the far more important facts of geographical distribution and life

history of species. Weare aiiproaching a time when the study of rain-

fall and climate, of altitude and locality, and even the conditions of

weather under which a specimen was procured, will be considered indis-
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pensable for the minute stiidj wliich is to he our portion iti tlie not very

distant future." (Doubtless Dr. Sharpe is not unaware that these impor-

tant factors have already received mucli attention in some quarters, hav-

ing in fact been uppermost in the minds of many American students for

the last two decades at least.)

Dr. Sharpe then proceeds to develop and illustrate his own ideas of the

classification of birds and their arrangement by means of his "ideal

museum," in elaborating which he has frequent recourse to habits, man-
ner of nesting, character of the eggs, mode of roosting, the character of

the nestling in respect to clothing, etc., in deciding points of aiTinity ^nd

relationship, as well as to strictly anatomical characters. Each leading

group of the non-Passerine birds is in turn reviewed and located; the

Passeres, having been recently treated by him in a special paper, arc

briefly disposed of by the correction of the position of a few genera and

families in the light of later discoveries. His views of the relationships

of the various subdivisions of the Oscines is, however, diagrammaticall}'

expressed in Plate XI.

Then follows in linear sequence a tabular list of the higher groups and

their families, with diagnoses in footnotes, illustrated by a diagram

showing comparatively the system of the author and those of Fiirbringer

and Seebohm. He puts forward his scheme as of course a tentative one,

in the hope of being able to renew the attack at some future time. It

differs at many points from any of its predecessors, whether for the

better or for the worse is beyond the scope of the present notice to in-

cj_uire. The number of orders is 34, and of suborders 78. He concludes

this masterly address —in which throughout he skilfully imparts a certain

charm to a strictly technical subject —with a few personal reminiscences

of interest to the systematic ornithologist. —J. A. A.

Hornaday's Handbook of Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting.* —
Taxidermy, the handrnaid of Zoology, has already become one of the fine

arts, requiring the skill and other qualities of both the sculptor and the

painter, and capable of yielding results comparable with the master-

pieces of either. The expert collector, and still more the skilled taxi-

dermist, is the indispensable ally of the professional naturalist and the

museum-builder. On the intelligence and alertness of the former and
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